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LEWISHAM COUNCIL 
PLANNING COMMITTEE C 

THURSDAY, 21 JULY 2022 AT 7.31 PM 
MINUTES 

 
MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Jacq Paschoud (Chair), Aisha Malik-Smith 
(Vice-Chair), Laura Cunningham, Mark Ingleby, Rosie Parry, Stephen 
Penfold, James Royston, Hau-Yu Tam. 
 
MEMBER(S) UNDER STANDING ORDERS ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: 
N/A,  
 
MEMBER(S) OF THE COMMITTEE ALSO JOINING THE MEETING 
VIRTUALLY: N/A 
 
MEMBER(S) UNDER STANDING ORDERS ALSO JOINING THE 
MEETING VIRTUALLY: N/A 
 
NB: Those Councillors listed as joining virtually were not in attendance for 
the purposes of the meeting being quorate, any decisions taken, or to 
satisfy the requirements of s85 Local Government Act 1972. 
 
OFFICER(S) IN ATTENDANCE: Team Leader (TL), Clerk  
 
OFFICER(S) ALSO JOINING THE MEETING VIRTUALLY:  Planning 
Officers (Officer). 
 
LEGAL ADVISOR: Joy Ukadike, Senior Planning Lawyer Legal Services 
 
Apologies were received from Councillor:  Tauseef Anwar 
 
Item 
No. 
 
1 Declarations of Interest 
  

None 
 

2 Minutes 
 

RESOLVED that the minutes of the Planning Committee C held on 
the 26 April 2022 be agreed and signed as a correct record. 
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3 Land To The East Of The Railway, Beckenham Place Park, 
Beckenham, SE6 

  
The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation, recommending 
the grant of planning permission for the proposal, as outlined in the 
Officer’s report. 
 
The Committee noted the report and that the main issues were: 
Principle of Development • Employment • Community Uses including 
Sport & Recreation • Urban Design • Impact on Adjoining Properties • 
Transport • Sustainable Development • Natural Environment • 
Planning Obligations 
 
Following the Officers presentation, questions put to the Officer, by 
Members related to the: community spaces, EIA development, Muga 
play surface, ecological concerns, vehicle issues and contracts. 
The TL provided clarification for the use of the community spaces, as 
outlined in the Officers report. 
The Officer provided clarification for the acronym EIA as 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 
The Officer also provided clarification of the term ‘muga’ as outlined 
in the Officers report, noting the resin tarmac was suitable for a 
variety of games, not for a specific sport. 
Members were informed by the Officer that the proposed removal of 
trees, was in order to make way for the development. It was 
acknowledged that the measure did pose a small planning harm. 
However when the measure was considered Officers felt the benefits 
outweighed the harm.  
The Committee were advised the tree removal would increase 
visibility, provide flood attenuation and ensure better trees were put in 
their place, as they were classified as Category C trees, as outlined 
in the Officer report. 
The Officer assured the Members that bats were identified as nesting 
in the park and a bat survey was conditioned prior to their removal 
under EIA license, to ensure their protection. 
The Officer provided clarification with regard to vehicle traffic and 
parking near the development. Members were advised that no 
additional work was required to make the proposal acceptable in this 
regard. 
 
The applicant addressed the Committee and described the 
application site. The applicant discussed the: costs, proposed 
enhancement of the entire park area, EA consultation, tree planting, 
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playgrounds, enhanced pathways, trails, cycling trails, strategy, 
climate resilience, Mayor of London’s support, EA funding and the 
intention to start work on the proposal in early 2023. 
 
Members’ put questions to the applicant that related to: usage, 
ecological concerns, parking, design and funding.  
The applicant advised Members that the proposal was not caged and 
would be open to multiple uses.  
The Committee were informed by the architect that the tree mitigation 
measures would facilitate flood attenuation and visual amenity. 
Members were advised by the architect and applicant that the design 
of the proposal encouraged parking away from it and promoted it as 
a recreational area. Also the design ensured keen cyclists and 
pedestrians would be able to move around in a safe environment. 
The Members were assured by the applicant that disabled parking 
would be available on Bromley Road, not on the development. 
The applicant outlined the proposal design, in particular the play 
strategy and noted the involvement of Green Scene. Members were 
also assured the Mayor of London had considered the proposal and 
concluded that the shared surface was the most appropriate design. 
 
A representative addressed the Committee with objections.  
The representatives discussed the: waste management, transport 
statement, short term park usages, emergency vehicle access, 
impacts on neighbours, parking, ecological concerns and asking the 
local authority to address the issue of road ownership between 
themselves and Phoenix Community Housing. 
 
The Chair advised the Committee she was a Phoenix Board Member 
and that she did not know of the organisations involvement, until she 
heard the representative’s address to Committee. The Chair however 
advised Members she did not think it was necessary for her to recuse 
herself from the current application being considered. 
 
Members’ questions to the resident, related to: controlled parking 
zone (CPZ), informatives and conditions. 
The TL advised Members that the local authority’s highway officers 
had considered the proposal and no issues were raised. The TL 
advised the Committee that the local authority should discuss the 
issues raised by the representative. 
The Chair and Committee Members all agreed an informative should 
be provided to all parties involved to discuss the issues raised by the 
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representative, with Officers to create the wording of the informative 
to be applied. 
 
During the Member’s discussion, concerns regarding waste 
management were also raised, the Officer agreed that the mitigation 
measures with regard to waste management would be secured by 
condition, which was already proposed in the officer’s report. 
 
The Committee considered the submissions made at the meeting, 
and  
 
RESOLVED - unanimously 

 
That it be noted that the Committee agreed to: 
 
GRANT planning permission for the redevelopment of the existing 
fields into a flood water storage area to reduce flooding, along the 
River Ravensbourne, together with the provision of new playground 
equipment and playground redesign, removal of changing room 
block, retention of existing nursery building, bmx and skateboard 
tracks, reprofiling of areas along the River Ravensbourne to provide 
easier access, reusing earthworks on site to create activity and play 
opportunities, landscaping works and the removal of trees within park 
at Land to the east of the railway, Beckenham Place Park, BR1. 
 
Subject to conditions and informatives outlined in the report and, 
 

 An informative regarding the cooperation of all parties to 
resolve on street parking issues in the vicinity of the site.  

 
 

4  68-70 Bovill Road SE23 1EJ 
 

The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation, recommending 
the grant of planning permission for the proposal, as outlined in the 
Officer’s report. 
 
The Committee noted the report and that the main issues were: 
Principle of Development • Housing • Urban Design • Impact on 
Adjoining Properties • Transport 
 
Following the Officers presentation, Members put questions to the 
Officer that related to: cycle storage, materials, design. 
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The Officer shared their presentation slides to provide Members with 
clarification of the cycle storage location.  
The Officer confirmed to Members that the cladding would be zinc. 
The TL also advised that the applicant would be required under 
condition, to submit specific details to the local authority, of the 
materials that would be used to build the proposal. 
The TL advised the Committee the applicant would be able to 
address the question regarding design after their address to the 
Committee. 
 
The applicant addressed the Committee and described the 
application site. The applicant discussed the: design, consent 
obtained in 2020, quality, enhancement of street scene, community 
amenities and benefits, units without gardens and how they would be 
compensated via additional space, rear extension gap, windows 
facing from proposal boundary toward No.72, impact on 1st floor 
window of No.72 and were of the view the impact was acceptable  
 
Following the applicants address, Members put questions to the 
applicant that related to the: heating system, landscaping, materials, 
mass and ecological concern. 
The applicant assured the Committee that the proposals heating 
system would meet the requirements of the current London Plan.  
The applicant also advised Members they would be willing to accept 
a condition applied to the proposed heating system by the local 
authority. The TL advised the applicant that the onus would be on the 
developer to supply specific energy strategy details to the local 
authority for review. The applicant and Members all agreed to the 
condition suggested. 
The Committee were advised by the applicant that details of the 
landscaping would be submitted to the local authority for review and 
secured by condition. 
The applicant confirmed the brickwork used for the development 
would be London stock. The TL  advised Members that the applicant 
confirmed the developer would have samples of the material 
assessed at condition stage.  
The applicant assured the Committee that their 2018 application had 
been refused due to its’ mass. However the current application by 
comparison, included height and mass mitigation measures to 
safeguard neighbour amenity. 
The applicant stated to the Committee that the idea of a green roof 
would not work well with the proposal, noting the roof was a pitched 
roof. The applicant also cited concern regarding the long-term 
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aesthetics, maintenance and the stress on the developments 
structure. The TL advised the Committee that it was not reasonable 
to impose a green roof on the applicant. 
The applicant confirmed to Members the development’s courtyard 
would be a mixture of hard and soft landscaping. The details of which 
would be submitted to the local authority for review. 
 
A resident addressed the Committee with objections. The resident 
discussed the: design, waste management, materials, character and 
the CGi visuals provided. 
 
Following the residents address, Members’ questions, related to: 
waste management. 
The TL advised Members that Condition 4 specifically required the 
applicant to submit details of bin storage to the local authority. 
The Officer advised the Committee that the concern raised regarding 
landscaping and bin storage had already been secured by condition. 
 
During Member discussion it was agreed that all concerns raised, 
would be adequately dealt with by officers, as allowed in planning 
policy.  
 
The Committee considered the submissions made at the meeting, 
and 
 
RESOLVED – unanimously 
 
That it be noted that the Committee agreed to: 
  
GRANT planning permission for the construction of an extension to 
the first and second floors, a first-floor glazed infill extension at the 
rear of 68-70 Bovill Road SE23, to provide 5 self-contained flats (1 x 
1 bed & 4 x 2 bed), together with the demolition of the existing 
garages at the rear of the site and construction of a 3 storey 3-
bedroom unit, and a communal bicycle and bin stores fronting 
Ebsworth Street. 
 
Subject to conditions and informatives outlined in the report and, 
 

 A planning condition requiring the development be in 
accordance with the submitted energy strategy.   

 
5  57C Ringstead Road, London, SE6 2BU 
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The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation, recommending 
the grant of planning permission for the proposal, as outlined in the 
Officer’s report. 
The Committee noted the report and that the main issues were: 
Principle of Development • Urban Design • Impact on Adjoining 
Properties 
 
Following the Officers presentation, no questions were put to the 
Officer, by Members.  
 
The applicant addressed the Committee and described the 
application site. The applicant discussed the: design, scale, revisions 
and objections addressed. 
 
Following the applicants address, Members put questions to the 
applicant that related to the: design and landscaping. 
The applicant provided further clarification regarding fencing. 
Members were advised that the existing fence that subdivides the 
garden would be removed. However another existing fence that 
separated the two existing properties would be retained. 
The TL assured the Committee that with regard to a condition to 
secure landscaping, the applicant had complied with the requirement 
that 50% of the plot would be open space. 
 
A resident addressed the Committee with objections. The resident 
discussed the: Officer’s report, housing stock, alterations, 
daylight/sunlight, BRE guidance, impact on neighbouring properties, 
planning policy, height and mass measurement inconsistencies, 
design, human rights, lack of planning benefit to local community, 
conditions required to prevent roof usage as a terrace space. 
 
Following the residents address, Members’ questions, related to: 
impacts on neighbouring property and sunlight/daylight. 
The TL advised the Committee that the applicant had made 
reductions to the current application, as required under planning 
policy. The TL assured Members that the extension measurements 
would not have a significant impact on neighbouring property and 
that officers were satisfied the measurements met policy guidelines.  
The Officer advised Members that due to the height increase and 
amendments, there would be no impact from the proposal on 
neighbouring property with regard to daylight/sunlight. 
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The TL supported the Officer’s advice, assured Members they had 
been provided with sufficient information on the matter and stated 
that a condition could be imposed on the applicant to submit a 
daylight/sunlight assessment for the neighbouring property.  
 
During the consideration of the application and member discussion, 
concerns were raised regarding: sunlight/daylight.  
 
The Committee considered the submissions made at the meeting, 
and 
 
RESOLVED  
  
That it be noted that the Committee agreed to: 
 
GRANT planning permission for the construction of a single storey 
side and rear wrap-around extension at lower flat 57C Ringstead 
Road, SE6. 
 
Subject to conditions and informatives outlined in the report and, 
 

 A pre-commencement condition requiring the submission of a 
daylight/sunlight assessment.   

 
 
6  79 Drakefell Road, London, SE14 5SH 

 
The Chair suspended Standing Orders at 9.44 pm. 
 
The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation, recommending 
the grant of planning permission for the proposal, as outlined in the 
Officer’s report. 
 
The Committee noted the report and that the main issues were: 
Principle of Development • Housing • Urban Design and Heritage 
• Impact on Adjoining Properties • Transport • Sustainable 
Development • Natural Environment • Planning Obligations 
 
Following the Officers presentation, questions put to the Officer, from 
Members, related to: access, occupation, construction management 
plan, asbestos, design and clarification sought. 
The Officer advised Members that access would be via a narrow 
path, which was normal for such proposals. 
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The Officer confirmed the existing development was unoccupied. 
Members were assured by the Officer that the construction 
management plan could be subject to a construction management 
plan condition, to ensure the impact of construction on the transport 
network is suitably managed.  
The Committee were informed by the Officer that the issue of 
asbestos would not be a planning consideration but a health and 
safety concern. 
The Officer clarified the window design for Members and advised the 
materials used for the proposal were reviewed and supported by the 
local authority’s conservation officer. The Officer also provided 
clarification of the design by referring to the presentation slides used. 
 
The applicant addressed the Committee and described the 
application site. The applicant discussed the: history of the 
application, consultation, planning inspectorate, DM Policy 33, 
materials proposed, scale and mass of previous scheme, 
daylight/sunlight, proposal reductions and improvements and 
biodiversity. 
 
The questions from the Members’ to the applicant related to the: 
heating system, cladding and objections. 
The applicant advised Members of the proposed green roof, which 
would provide better insulation. It was not intended for gas boilers to 
be installed, in order to meet local authority guidelines. Members 
were advised the electrical heating would be subject to condition. 
Members were advised by the Officer that the materials used for 
cladding would be brick grey and brown. 
The Chair confirmed there were no objectors present at the meeting. 
The TL assured Members that objections were confidential and 
placed in Members agenda packs accordingly. The TL advised the 
Committee that it would not be possible to divulge the source of 
objections due to GDPR.  
 
There were no objectors present at the meeting in person or 
remotely. 
  
During Member discussion it was agreed that all concerns raised, 
would be adequately dealt with by officers.  
 
The Committee considered the submissions made at the meeting, 
and 
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RESOLVED - unanimously 
 
That it be noted that the Committee agreed to: 
 
GRANT planning permission for the demolition of a single storey 
residential unit at 79 Drakefell Road, SE14 and the construction of 1 
x two storey, 4-bedroom house with associated landscaping, cycle 
parking and refuse and recycling facility. 
 
Subject to conditions and informatives outlined in the report. 
 

The meeting closed at 10.09 pm 
 

 
                                                                                                          Chair 

_________________________ 
  


